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Background: Type-Token Ratio (TTR), given its relatively simple hand computation, is
one of the few LSA measures calculated by clinicians in everyday practice. However, it
has significant well-documented shortcomings; these include instability as a function of
sample size, and absence of clear developmental profiles over early childhood. A variety
of alternative measures of lexical diversity have been proposed; some, such as Number
of Different Words/100 (NDW) can also be computed by hand. However, others, such
as Vocabulary Diversity (VocD) and the Moving Average Type Token Ratio (MATTR)
rely on complex resampling algorithms that cannot be conducted by hand. To date,
no large-scale study of all four measures has evaluated how well any capture typical
developmental trends over early childhood, or whether any reliably distinguish typical
from atypical profiles of expressive child language ability.

Materials and Methods: We conducted linear and non-linear regression analyses for
TTR, NDW, VocD, and MATTR scores for samples taken from 946 corpora from typically
developing preschool children (ages 2–6 years), engaged in adult-child toy play, from
the Child Language Data Exchange System (CHILDES). These were contrasted with
504 samples from children known to have delayed expressive language skills (total
n = 1,454 samples). We also conducted a separate sub-analysis which examined
possible contextual effects of sampling environment on lexical diversity.

Results: Only VocD showed significantly different mean scores between the typically
-developing children and delayed developing children group. Using TTR would actually
misdiagnose typical children and miss children with known language impairment.
However, computation of VocD as a function of toy interactions was significant and
emerges as a further caution in use of lexical diversity as a valid proxy index of children’s
expressive vocabulary skill.

Discussion: This large scale statistical comparison of computer-implemented
algorithms for expressive lexical profiles in young children with traditional,
hand-calculated measures showed that only VocD met criteria for evidence-based
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use in LSA. However, VocD was impacted by sample elicitation context, suggesting
that non-linguistic factors, such as engagement with elicitation props, contaminate
estimates of spoken lexical skill in young children. Implications and suggested
directions are discussed.

Keywords: lexical, expressive, child language, computer-assisted, language sample analysis

INTRODUCTION

Language Sample Analysis (LSA) is a time-honored tradition
in the assessment of children’s expressive language skills
that has been adopted as a best practice by the American
Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA Preferred Practice
Patterns for Speech-Language Pathology)1, and numerous
jurisdictions in the United States (Ireland and Conrad, 2016) and
elsewhere, such as Europe and Asia (Oh et al., 2020; Klatte et al.,
2022). However, surveys show that speech language pathologists
(SLPs) derive very few measures from such analyses. Finestack
et al. (2020) report that the two most frequently derived indices
used by SLPs are mean length of utterance (MLU; Brown,
1973) and a vocabulary diversity measure, the Type-Token Ratio
(TTR; Templin, 1957). The two presumably function together
to provide a picture of a speaker’s typical utterance length and
complexity, as well as the degree to which the sample shows
lexical (vocabulary) richness.

Type-Token Ratio
As noted by one of the classic texts on assessment of language
production in children (Miller, 1981), “Type-token ratios are
easy to compute from transcripts and provide a handy means of
quantifying vocabulary” (p. 42). Calculation of the Type-Token
Ratio is indeed relatively simple: the number of unique words
(types) over all words in the sample (tokens). However, to be
computed properly, even this requires users to collapse variations
on roots (or lemmas, in current psycholinguistic parlance)
as single types, a process done most easily using computer-
assisted analysis such as Computerized Language Analysis
(CLAN; MacWhinney, 2000) or Systematic Analysis of Language
Transcripts (SALT; Leadholm and Miller, 1994). Despite its wide
use, however, TTR is not without its significant detractors, almost
since its introduction to the field of child language study by
Templin (1957). Notably, the measure is significantly impacted
by sample size, with small samples potentially showing excellent
diversity simply as a function of few tokens. For instance, a
poorly verbal client might say only two identical words during
an interaction consisting of only 4 words, for a TTR of 0.5,
considered quite high by most normative reports (Miller, 1981).
Conversely, in long samples, speakers must resort to repeated
use of the closed class of grammatical/function words, such as
articles, prepositions and auxiliary/modal verbs, which tends to
systematically decrease lexical diversity ratios over increasingly
longer samples. For the record, Templin was aware of such
possible influences on TTR and her own work used a standard
sample size of 50 utterances in deriving reference scores for

1https://www.asha.org/policy/pp2004-00191/#sec1.3.13

children ages 3–8 years (see Templin’s Table 60), a convention
which appears to have disappeared from most contemporary
discussions of the measure. However, others [e.g., Hess et al.
(1986)] found no particular growth function or reliability for
samples less than 350 words in length.

Even when gathered over somewhat uniform sampling
procedures, TTR values do not show an obvious growth
trajectory; in fact, they are virtually flat, when plotted from
Templin’s data (reprinted in Miller and Chapman) (see Figure 1
below). Additionally, most reference populations using TTR with
preschool children are quite small in size, ranging from 480
children studied by Templin, to 69 children under age 6 in
the proprietary SALT database (Leadholm and Miller, 1994).
When mapped across the largest sample to date (Bernstein
Ratner and MacWhinney, 2016), TTR shows an almost random
trajectory over early childhood. While there have been published
recommendations that TTR not be used for clinical assessment
purposes (Charest and Skoczylas, 2019; Charest et al., 2020) it
is inescapable that clinicians are not yet persuaded and use it
frequently. Thus, we evaluate both TTR and alternatives.

Number of Different Words
Attempts to manage the confounds inherent in TTR, when used
in clinical work to contrast typical language skills with those
suspected to be impaired have led to the development of a
number of alternative measures to compute lexical diversity. The
simplest of these essentially restores a standard sample size to
the computation by selecting the number of different words in
a sample of 100 words (NDW; Watkins et al., 1995). Even this
threshold may be difficult to obtain from less verbal children. An
alternative standardizes at 100 utterances (NDWu; Charest et al.,
2020), which poses a more substantive burden on both sampling
and transcription time and effort; using utterances rather than
words also produces a significant confound with grammatical
measures such as MLU.

Number of different words in both words and utterances
has been shown to increase with age, a minimum requirement
for a developmentally sensitive measure, across relatively small
samples and a varying number of baseline denominators in
either words (NDWw) or utterances (NDWu). However, most
reference samples have been relatively small. For example,
Miller et al. (1992) evaluated NDW100u in 192 typically
developing children between the ages of 2:8 and just over
13 years of age, roughly 20 children at each age level. The
current SALT database has reference values for NDW based
on 69 preschool-aged children under 6 years of age. Klee
(1992) found both a growth profile and differences between
24 pairs of typically developing (TD) children and peers with
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FIGURE 1 | TTR as reported by Templin (1957) based on a standard 50 utterance sample.

language impairment, ages 24–50 months. Watkins et al. (1995)
used NDW100w to examine lexical features of samples from
75 preschool children, 25 in each of three groups (language-
impaired, age-matches, and language matches). They concluded
that NDW100w demonstrated both an age function as well as
the ability to distinguish children with expressive vocabulary
limitations for age. When the reference denominator is held
constant across cohorts of children within a single study,
various NDW computations have been shown to statistically
differentiate certain subgroups of children in research studies,
such as children with developmental language impairment
(Klee, 1992; Watkins et al., 1995; Heilmann et al., 2010;
Charest et al., 2020) as well as bilingual children with primary
language impairment (Simon-Cereijido and Gutiérrez-Clellen,
2009). However, denominators have varied across studies that
make deriving true clinical norms quite difficult. In practicality,
many studies have arbitrarily defined the standard corpus
length at a size that maximizes observations across groups
and preserves data points [such as 41 utterances for Charest
et al. (2020)]. For children older than our target population
(preschool), written NDW has a moderate correlation with
standardized reading vocabulary measures (Wood et al., 2019).
However, attempting to create a single NDW elicitation
standard for the preschool age range presents challenges:
younger children (e.g., ages 2–3 years) are not able to
produce reasonable narratives from prompts, and children
with language delays are likely to be less talkative, making
it difficult to standardize sampling sizes at numbers above
50 utterances (Yang et al., 2022) within a single diagnostic
session.

Vocabulary Diversity
A promising alternative appears to be VocD (Malvern and
Richards, 2002; Malvern et al., 2004), sometimes abbreviated
simply D, which uses a resampling algorithm to estimate
diversity of samples differing in size. VocD is promising as
an option, because it appears to show growth trajectories
over childhood in two studies (Malvern et al., 2004; Bernstein

Ratner and MacWhinney, 2016) and correlated well with
standardized vocabulary test scores in one investigation
(Silverman and Bernstein Ratner, 2002). VocD has been shown
to distinguish between children with language impairment
in both English (Owen and Leonard, 2002) and Chinese in
some studies (Klee et al., 2004; Wong et al., 2010; Wu et al.,
2019). However, even when used as part of a composite score
with MLU, the sensitivity of VocD was less than optimal
(Wong et al., 2010).

Additionally, VocD is not without its own limitations. First,
although it has differentiated some clinical samples from typically
developing children (Tager-Flusberg et al., 1990; Silverman and
Bernstein Ratner, 2002) it does show small variations as a result
of sample size (Owen and Leonard, 2002). Second, it must be
computed using a computer algorithm, something that most
practicing clinicians appear to avoid, to date (Finestack and
Satterlund, 2018). Finally, as with the other measures we discuss,
VocD does not have a deep literature suggesting its clinical
validity as a measure that can help professionals to identify
children who do not meet developmental benchmarks.

Moving Average TTR
The most recently developed lexical diversity measure is the
moving average TTR (MATTR; McCarthy and Jarvis, 2010).
Like VocD, MATTR must be computed using a computer
algorithm. This measure has been used to evaluate the very
short samples typically generated by adults with aphasia (Harris
Wright et al., 2003; Fergadiotis et al., 2013) and one large-scale
study of children ages 4–9 years (Charest et al., 2020) that used
a standard elicitation procedure (Edmonton Narrative Norms
Instrument) as well as a study of bilingual children with language
impairment (Kapantzoglou et al., 2017). In that study, MATTR
(using a window of 50 words) was the best distinguishing
measure of lexical diversity, accounting for 98% of the variance,
while VocD accounted for 73% and TTR much less at 32%
of the variance.

Frustratingly, this and other studies have used a wide variety
of sampling window sizes, typically set at the length of the
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shortest sample produced by individual study participants; for
example, a window as low as 17 tokens for patients with
aphasia (Fergadiotis et al., 2013) and as high as 100 words
for typically developing and developmentally language delayed
children (Charest et al., 2020). As window sizes vary, so do
resulting MATTR scores (Kapantzoglou et al., 2019). This is
certainly acceptable for research studies contrasting two groups
of participants using a uniform window size for resampling, but
makes determination of an optimal sample size impossible at this
time. For trial purposes, we will examine two potential window
sizes for MATTR.

Thus, although efforts have been made to validate measures
of children’s expressive vocabulary since the 1950’s, few
comprehensive efforts have been made to answer some questions
basic to the use of any of these diversity measures in child
assessment. These include:

Do any of the three most commonly referenced measures
of children’s expressive vocabulary diversity show a consistent
pattern of growth over the preschool years (ages 2–6 years)
when computed across a much larger number of children than
previously surveyed? A profile of growth with age would seem
to be a minimum requirement for a clinically valid measure of
language use (Channell et al., 2018). Additionally, we sought
to employ a standard, predetermined window for NDWw
(NDW100w) that was reasonable for hand computation by the
typical working clinician.

Critical to their common use in clinical language assessment,
do any of the diversity measures reliably distinguish children
thought to be typically developing from children known to have
expressive language impairment?

Do the three measures appear to index the same behaviors
(e.g., are they interchangeable for clinical and research purposes)?
If so, NDW would show an advantage in cases where a faster,
non-computer-assisted measure is desirable.

We also ask two additional questions:
Do any of the three measures appear to be influenced by non-

lexical factors? As noted by others (Charest et al., 2020) valid
measures of lexical diversity should not be confounded by other
expressive language measures, such as mean length of utterance.

These questions are addressed in Study 1.
A last question, which appears not to have been examined in

any detail to date, is whether lexical diversity measures are an
epiphenomenon of the contexts in which language samples are
collected. Most prior work has simply asked whether children’s
lexical profiles are determined by genre [e.g., conversational
vs. narrative (Westerveld et al., 2004; Channell et al., 2018)].
Popescu (2009) described TTR as “not a measure of richness,
but a measure of information flow, topic deployment” (p.
233). If so, we should be able to find associations between
lexical diversity measures and the availability of props or toys
even within a genre, such as conversation. We address this
question in Study 2.

Some research has suggested that lexical diversity measured
by VocD does differ by task even within a general genre, such as
story telling compared to story retell (Kapantzoglou et al., 2017).
This, in turn, would suggest a need for standardizing language
sampling contexts even within conversational interaction, a
concept we have recently discussed in relation to another measure
of child language growth, the Index of Productive Syntax (IPSyn;
Yang et al., 2022).

TABLE 1 | Number of language samples per study and the children sample characteristics across three groups.

Group CHILDES Studies N of corpora 100utt criterion satisfied 50utt criterion satisfied

Bates 101 0 7

Bliss 7 7 7

Morisset 196 0 53

NewmanRatner/24 124 4 59

Eng-NA Tardif 25 0 0

Valian 43 36 37

Toy/Cross/Typical VanHouten (freeplay) 45 3 N = 338; 22 N = 639;

VanKleeck 40 31 Mean Age = 40.4; 36 Mean Age = 38.0;

Warren 20 13 52% male 17 47% male

EllisWeismer/TD 296 126 271

Feldman/ParentChild/TD 57 22 28

Clinical-MOR Hooshyar/TD/play 29 0 0

Nicholas/TD 103 68 71

Rondal/TD 41 28 31

EllisWeismer/LT 280 68 221

Rescorla 70 38 N = 126; 55 N = 354;

Toy/Long/Atypical Clinical-MOR EisenbergGuo/LT 17 16 Mean Age = 48.6; 49 Mean Age = 45.8;

Hargrove 82 0 68% male 4 70% male

UCSD-SLI 55 4 25

Down syndrome Clinical-MOR
Hooshyar-DS-play 31 1 N = 16; 4 N = 27;

Rondal-DS 41 15 Mean Age = 53.6;
56.3% male

23 Mean Age = 49.2;
55.6% male
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STUDY 1: LARGE N CHARACTERISTICS
OF TYPICALLY USED MEASURES OF
LEXICAL DIVERSITY IN CHILDREN

Materials and Methods
Data that were analyzed in this study are derived from
the TalkBank CHILDES archive, North America (NA) at
RRID:SCR_003241.

Participants
Participants were taken from CHILDES corpora in
English/North America (NA) and the Clinical MOR English NA
subdirectory. These are the same samples used by Yang et al.
(2022), with one exception: no children with Hearing Loss were
included in the current analysis due to extreme heterogeneity
in lexical profiles on all measures we were studying. The
number of samples per study and the descriptive statistics for
gender and age for these three groups of children are presented
in Table 1.

This resulted in a sample size of 1,454 transcripts of speech
between children ages 2 and 6 years, all of which were cross-
sectional in primary design (although a few studies had made
yearly re-analyses, these are contrasted with longitudinal, dense
sampling of few children, such as Brown’s Adam, Eve and Sarah).
Critically, all were unstructured sessions involving the target
child with a single adult in toy play. This can be contrasted with
corpora in which children were engaged with other children,
during snack or mealtime, or prompted using a standard
elicitation task, such as picture description or story retell.

Sample Selection
We think it worthwhile to note that some children’s samples did
not permit use of many lexical diversity options because they
failed to meet a baseline number of utterances; only TTR does
not require a threshold, which may be why clinicians continue
to use it. We, however, set a minimum number of 10 words in
a child sample to be included in the analyses reported for TTR.
VocD asks for 50 token samples; NDW by definition asks for 100.
Because no guidelines exist to set MATTR window size for young
children, we arbitrarily chose two values under 50 utterances (10,
25) to see whether such small windows [comparable to those
used in measuring the speech of people with aphasia (PWA)]
to standard prompts would function well in less controlled
elicitation settings.

Because of differing requirements for sample size upon which
to compute averages, numbers of eligible samples differed widely
across ages and cohorts (typical, delayed/impaired). For each
outcome analysis, we used all available cases not to lose the
representation of the population as well the statistical power. We
have noted specific numbers of observations as appropriate in
reporting results.

Analysis
To examine the pattern of growth over the preschool years
(ages 2–6 years) for each measure, various regression models
that include linear, linear-linear segmented regression, and curve
linear regression models were fitted. These parametric model

results were also visually contrasted to non-parametric regression
model results to find the best representation of the data. Once
the best model was decided, we contrasted the fitted lines
or curves between typically developing children and delayed
children to examine the possibility of utilizing each measure
diagnostically to distinguish language delay or disorder from
typical developmental profiles. Finally, bivariate correlations for
each group and across ages were calculated and examined among
lexicon diversity measures as well as their relation to other
non-lexical indices such as MLU and IPSyn scaled scores.

Results
Growth Trajectory
As shown in Figure 2, which depicts the final regression
model for each measure, TTR shows no discernable growth
profile in either typical or language-impaired preschool children.
Conversely, both NDW and VocD do show growth trajectories,
at least for children considered typically developing. In the case
of NDW, trajectories for typical and impaired children do not
diverge significantly until children approach 72 months of age.
For VocD, the profile for children closely mirrors that of MLU,
showing a steady growth function in typical children, late talking
children and children with Down Syndrome. Finally, MATTR
values (at both window sizes) show a curvilinear function,
plateauing and then declining after about 4 years of age.

Ability to Distinguish Between Typical and Atypical
Development
For this cohort of children, only VocD provides reliable
information about overall status linguistically at all time points
from 2 to 6 years of age. TTR actually would suggest that typically
developing children function less well than their language-
impaired peers. NDW provides poor sensitivity through the age
range, as profiles are minimally distinct across groups of children.
Consistent with the aphasia literature, which has turned to
MATTR for analysis of short, sparse language samples, MATTR
shows some differentiation between groups before about 4 years
of age, but values merge for children over this age.

Are Vocabulary Measures Interchangeable?
Inter-correlations for the entire cohort once more strongly
counter-indicate use of TTR for clinical purposes. It is only
weakly correlated with the other two vocabulary measures, and
has a higher, albeit inverse correlation with known measures
of grammatical development. This suggests that, as has been
previously suggested, mature use of free grammatical morphemes
(articles, verb auxiliaries/modals, prepositions, conjunctions,
etc.) can depress vocabulary diversity scores. In contrast, NDW
and VocD are highly intercorrelated (0.7) with each other, but
not with TTR (see Table 2). We have also created visual displays
of change in correlation values over the preschool age range in
Figure 3.

Are Vocabulary Measures Confounded by
Grammatical Growth?
We have presented correlations in two sets: the top figures relate
lexical measures to grammatical measures, while the bottom set
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FIGURE 2 | Final fitted trajectory of each measure across age for (Typically developing; TD and Developmentally language delayed; DLD) groups. DLD subtypes are
broken down further to Late Talking (LT) children and those with Down Syndrome (DS).

relate lexical measures to each other. TTR and MATTR are
the most highly correlated with syntactic measures (MLU and
IPSyn), but in opposite directions. TTR is negatively related
to syntactic development, while MATTR appears to reflect it.
In general, although results vary somewhat along the preschool
age span, NDW and VocD show negligible correlation with
syntactic measures, a desirable trait for a measure that purports
to reflect only vocabulary range. In the bottom frames, we see that
both values of MATTR are highly inter-correlated, suggesting
that window size does not play a major role in computing
the measure. TTR shows the lowest correlations with other
vocabulary measures, possibly because it does not show a regular
function in our analyses. Finally, the two most highly inter-
correlated measures other than MATTR10/MATTR25 are NDW
and VocD, suggesting that both tap into similar constructs.

Discussion, Study 1
Of the major traditional and emerging measures of lexical
diversity in young children’s expressive language, only VocD

meets the challenges of an evident growth profile over the age
range, and ability to distinguish between typically developing
children and those with known expressive language impairment.
NDW shows a growth profile, but little ability to distinguish
between groups. Of all measures examined, TTR is by far
the weakest, and should not be used for either research or
clinical purposes. It does not demonstrate any relationship to
chronological age in children from the ages 2 to 6 years, and
in fact characterizes children with expressive language disorder
as more lexically diverse in their spoken language than typically
developing children. This finding is not novel, and the major
concern is that texts, researchers and clinicians do not appear
to heed repeated demonstration of its inherent weakness as an
expressive language measure. Finally, if the goal in using a lexical
diversity measure is to measure lexical richness itself, rather than
a by-product of grammatical growth, then VocD and NDW are
preferred, as they do not show significant inter-correlation with
traditional measures of expressive syntax (MLU in either words
or morphemes); in contrast, together with their other weaknesses,
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TABLE 2 | Bivariate correlations among measures.

MLU_W MLU_M IPsynT TTR MATTR10 MATTR25 NDW VocD

TD

MLU_W 946 1.00 0.85 −0.50 0.59 0.51 0.29 0.57

MLU_M 946 946 0.86 −0.50 0.60 0.53 0.30 0.57

IPsynT 635 635 635 −0.30 0.73 0.68 0.41 0.61

TTR 946 946 635 946 −0.06 0.04 0.24 −0.15

MATTR10 946 946 635 946 946 0.96 0.65 0.70

MATTR25 934 934 635 934 934 934 0.71 0.75

NDW 757 757 634 757 757 757 757 0.70

VocD 880 880 635 880 880 880 757 880

DLD

MLU_W 390 0.99 0.86 −0.27 0.64 0.55 0.33 0.43

MLU_M 390 390 0.85 −0.27 0.63 0.55 0.32 0.40

IPsynT 390 390 390 −0.15 0.78 0.72 0.48 0.56

TTR 390 390 390 390 0.13 0.26 0.43 0.34

MATTR10 390 390 390 390 390 0.97 0.63 0.63

MATTR25 390 390 390 390 390 390 0.70 0.70

NDW 390 390 390 390 390 390 390 0.73

VocD 390 390 390 390 390 390 390 390

The bold upper diagonal numbers are significant correlations p < 0.05 and the lower diagonal numbers are corresponding sample sizes. Statistically insignificant
correlations are in gray.

TTR and MATTR are highly confounded by other aspects of child
language development.

STUDY 2: ARE VOCABULARY
MEASURES USED IN LSA
CONFOUNDED BY ELICITATION
CONTEXT?

Materials and Methods
Participants
This study utilized data sourced from the FluencyBank English
UMD-CMU corpus of the CHILDES Database (MacWhinney,
2000). These children had been recruited as controls for a
larger study that examined children’s fluency and language skills
longitudinally for 3 years. Additional controls from late-talking
and Spanish-English bilingual cohorts were also used in the
current study, however, their data are not yet publicly available.
Participants included in the analysis were 32 typically developing
children (22 males) between the ages of 29 and 50 months
(M = 36.2, SD = 5.9).

Language Samples and Testing
Video recordings of spontaneous language samples elicited
between the children and their parents while engaged in joint
play with a standard set of props (e.g., building blocks, doctor’s
kit, play food, dolls) were transcribed according to CHAT
conventions (MacWhinney, 2000). Videos were subsequently
reviewed to identify the number of meaningful elicitation props
used by the parent-child dyad in each session. A battery
of receptive and expressive standardized assessments was
administered by the original researchers. Of these scores, the

participants’ Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT-4; Dunn,
2018) Raw Scores were included as a proxy for general
vocabulary development.

Analysis
Spontaneous Language Measures
For this analysis, we only included TTR because it is most highly
used by clinicians (e.g., per Finestack and Satterlund, 2018) and
VocD, because it emerged as the strongest measure of lexical
diversity in Study 1. All measures were derived in the same
manner using CLAN KidEval utilities as in Study 1.

Analysis of Lexical Diversity
To assess factors that influenced TTR and VocD, multiple
regressions with number of props, MLU- m, and PPVT Raw
Score (PPVT RS) as predictors was run. Raw scores were used for
PPVT because many children were under the normative range for
the instrument. We measured and included as covariates factors
that we expected to have some relationship with lexical diversity,
MLU in morphemes (MLU-m), which was included as a proxy for
general grammatical development and PPVT-4 Raw Score, which
was included as a proxy for general vocabulary development.

Results
For TTR scores regressed on MLU-m, number of props,
and PPVT RS, the overall multiple regression was statistically
significant [R2 = 0.247, F(3,28) = 3.069, p < 0.05]. The three
variables accounted for 25% of the variance in TTR. However,
the only independent variable to have a statistically significant
effect on TTR, above and beyond the other two predictors,
was MLU-m. The unstandardized regression coefficient (β) for
MLU-m was −0.064 [t(28) = −2.949, p = 0.006], meaning that
for each additional MLU-m, children’s TTR decreased by 0.064,
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FIGURE 3 | Bivariate correlations among measures across ages by group.

controlling for PPVT RS and number of props. β associated with
the number of props was −0.007 [t(28) = 0.012, p = 0.570].
This finding suggests that for each additional toy prop that was
a focus of interaction, TTR will decrease by 0.007, controlling
for MLU-m and PPVT RS. These results suggest that although
the overall model is significant, only MLU-m is indeed an
important influence on TTR above and beyond the other two
predictors. Graphical representations of the partial regression
model depicting the relationship between the main coefficient
tested and the dependent variable along with its covariates are
shown in Figure 4.

Vocabulary diversity scores were regressed on the same
predictors as the previous model (MLU-m, number of props,
and PPVT RS). The overall multiple regression was statistically
significant [R2 = 0.618, F(3,28) = 15.07, p < 0.001]. The three
variables accounted for 62% of the variance in VocD. All
three independent variables had a statistically significant effect
on VocD, above and beyond the other two predictors. The

unstandardized regression coefficient (β) for MLU-m was 7.570
[t(28) = 3.151, p = 0.004], meaning that for each additional MLU-
m, children’s VocD increased by 7.570, controlling for PPVT RS
and number of props. β associated with the number of props
was 3.979 [t(28) = 3.071, p = 0.005]. This finding suggests that
for each additional prop that a child interacts with, their VocD
will increase by 3.979, controlling for MLU-m and PPVT RS.
These results suggest that the overall model and each of its
predictors have an important influence on VocD scores above
and beyond the other two predictors. Graphical representations
of the partial regression model depicting the relationship between
the main coefficient tested and the dependent variable along with
its covariates are shown in Figure 5.

A Pearson correlation was used to address the relationship
between TTR (M = 5.00, SD = 2.98) and VocD (M = 5.00,
SD = 2.58) in this smaller sample of language samples. As with
the larger analysis reported above, the two measures were weakly
and negatively correlated [r(30) = −0.18, p = 0.314 (two-tailed)].
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FIGURE 4 | Added-variable plots of individual explanatory variables (nprops, MLUm and PPVT_RS) versus the dependent variable (TTR) and their linear fit (blue line).

Discussion Study 2
In this study, we assessed whether different lexical diversity
measures are vulnerable to the influence of preference or
allocation of focus toward props on the part of the parent or child.
We found that the number of elicitation props meaningfully
played with was a significant predictor of VocD. This means
that language samples of parent-child free play contexts including
more switches between toys had higher lexical diversity measures.
These results provide direct evidence that non-linguistic factors,
such as the number of elicitation props used in a language
sample, can capture major lexical information. More specifically,
the results demonstrate how assessments of a child’s language
from unguided interactions such as parent-child play can be
manipulated by factors of child or parent interest in props.

These findings illuminate two important implications for
language sampling. First, although there is little prior literature
to suggest an impact of lab props or child/adult toy preference in
obtaining lexical diversity scores, our preliminary results provide
compelling evidence that non-linguistic factors capture viable
lexical information and are not an insubstantial determinate of

lexical diversity. As in our larger analysis reported first, different
measures of lexical diversity produce differing profiles. This
suggests a need for large-scale evaluation of lexical diversity
measures that are more robust, developmentally sensitive, or
immune to contextual influences.

DISCUSSION

Comparing Vocabulary Diversity
Measures
Our work here confirms a blunt assessment made by Vermeer
(2000), who minced no words when she called TTR “the
worst measure of lexical richness” (p. 69). Charest et al. (2020)
pronounced TTR “disfavored for clinical use” (p. 1868) and not
worthy of research investigation. Thus, it is dispiriting to note
its frequent use in clinical practice (Finestack and Satterlund,
2018), in texts that educate clinicians in training, and even
recent research articles examining measurement of expressive
child language skills (Gonzalez Villasanti et al., 2020; Manning
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FIGURE 5 | Added-variable plots of individual explanatory variables (nprops, MLUm and PPVT_RS) versus the dependent variable (VOCD) and their linear fit (blue
line).

et al., 2020; Kubota et al., 2021; Arjmandi et al., 2022). In this
study, across more than 1500 conversational language samples
from children ages 2 to 6 years of age, TTR was worse than
uninformative: if used to make clinical decisions, it would
have identified numerous children with known impairment as
typically functioning, while identifying otherwise typical children
as deficient in expressive lexical diversity during conversation.
It also showed either an inverse relationship to age (typical
children) or was unaffected by age (language delayed children).

The findings for NDW100w were mixed. As in many other
studies, it showed a clear trajectory by age for both typical and
language delayed children. However, its ability to differentiate
between typical and language-delayed children was virtually nil at
most age points, and showed a large degree of overlapping scatter.

Of the two computer algorithms, VocD, which has shown
promising results when applied to large cohorts of typically
developing children (Malvern et al., 2004; Bernstein Ratner and
MacWhinney, 2016) was indeed sensitive to chronological age,
and was capable of distinguishing between typical and atypically
developing children. Results were more mixed for MATTR at

two window settings (10 and 25 words): while trends were
distinct for group and age prior to 50 months, both growth and
discriminative function fell above that age range.

It should also be noted by visual inspection of our regression
plots that individual variation was extensive for all five measures,
perhaps in part due to our concerns about confounding variables
that we discuss in Study 2. Low sensitivity to disorder might be
counterbalanced by the ability of a measure to guide intervention.
We and others have discussed this concept previously (Overton
et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2022) in relationship to some grammatical
analyses of spoken language samples by indices such as
Developmental Sentence Scoring (Lee, 1974) or the Index of
Productive Syntax (Altenberg et al., 2018). In each of these cases,
low diagnostic sensitivity can easily be balanced by the relatively
rich information it can provide to the intervention process (e.g.,
Finestack et al., 2020; Pezold et al., 2020).

However, as an informative index upon which to build
intervention, it is not clear how any of these lexical diversity
measures improves upon information provided by any
standardized test of vocabulary understanding or production,
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since both sets of measures are meant to infer size of the child’s
available lexicon using a limited set of items as a proxy indicator
of all words known by the child. Our general conclusion from our
analyses here is that LSA measures of vocabulary diversity, unless
narrowly constrained by elicitation genre and even physical
number of elicitation prompts, contribute little to our diagnostic
or therapeutic recommendation processes beyond those provided
by vocabulary tests or parental checklists (e.g., MCDI), which at
least have the advantage of standardized administration (even if
likely to be confounded by child experience, dialect variation and
socioeconomic status).

For solutions that recommend a standard sample size in words
or utterances, Vermeer (2000) also noted that in her work, as in
others, total sample size in words grows with child age. Thus,
truncating samples to a standard number of tokens or even
utterances will cause the problem that we investigate in Study 2,
that of context on resulting diversity measures. As sentences grow
in length, the number of topics that can be discussed within a set
sample window will decline, decreasing likely variability in the
number of different words used.

What might therapists do in order to gauge children’s lexical
skills? If standardized vocabulary tests are meant to serve as
proxies for lexical knowledge, then they may be most appropriate
to use for identification purposes. Even parental report of
vocabulary size for children too young to test directly on
standardized tests is a well-established and normed process for
identification of children who are delayed at language onset
(Makransky et al., 2016; Mayor and Mani, 2019; DeMayo et al.,
2021). However, if a goal of language sample analysis is to identify
not only children’s relative level of expressive language skill, but
also to guide intervention, clinicians may want to focus not
only the variety of lexical forms used, but also its complexity
(as potentially measured by computer algorithms that estimate
relative frequency of use in the language, based on appropriate
word frequency estimates for the preschool population). Or they
may wish to focus on whether word use is appropriate/in error,
as suggested by Charest and Skoczylas (2019); these authors
identified language delay in a small sample of 14 children
via analysis of lexical errors, despite no differences in NDW.
Or they may wish to consider that all children benefit from
vocabulary enrichment during intervention, regardless of initial
testing results (Bleses et al., 2016).

In painting this somewhat dismal picture of traditional
measures of lexical diversity used in preschool conversational
LSA, we wish to note that we are not rejecting its use with other
populations and in other contexts. We are currently replicating
this set of analyses with large corpora of child narratives, and we
think it highly likely that one or more measures may perform
well when children respond to a standardized set of prompts in
either spoken or written form. However, it is precisely because
very young children, especially those who are already considered
at risk, may not perform well in such contexts that LSA has
assumed greater importance in the diagnostic process. It is
in such uncontrolled contexts and at the narrow age points
we identify (ages 2–5 years) that we do not see impeccable
psychometric properties for the lexical metrics we discuss in this
article. The best of these measures (VocD) requires clinicians to

use computer-assisted algorithms. It was still contaminated by
testing context.

In sum, given the set of findings presented here, until
we identify more LSA measures that appear to perform well
diagnostically, we suspect that both fair and informative language
sample analysis for preschool aged children may need to rethink
common recommendations to adjust the elicitation process for
each child, merely to increase the child’s likelihood of conversing
with the parent or adult interlocutor. This call (see also Yang
et al., 2022) to re-envision and standardize LSA prompts for
both lexical and syntactic analysis would run directly counter
to some currently advised by LSA specialists, who advise that
“the play context can be adjusted to meet individual preferences,
individual interests, gender, culture and experience” in the service
of the largest possible sample (Miller et al., 2015, p. 13–14).
While laudable in principle and client-centered focus, we do not
currently appear to have lexical diversity measures for preschool
children’s LSA that satisfy basic requirements of such measures
for either diagnostic or therapy planning purposes. We believe
that such measures may be more reliable under conditions
typically used with older children, such as elicited narrative or
story retell, in which prompts remain stable from sample to
sample. For example, recent large N research suggests that NDW
in kindergarteners’ elicited narrative can be stable and capable of
predicting later language skills two grades later (Murphy et al.,
2022). It is to such types of diagnostic LSA samples that we
address in our ongoing research.
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